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Internet of Things (IoT) consists of several tiny devices connected together to form a collaborative computing environment.
Recently IoT technologies begin to merge with supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) sensor networks to more
efficiently gather and analyze real-time data from sensors in industrial environments. But SCADA sensor networks are becoming
more and more vulnerable to cyber-attacks due to increased connectivity. To safely adopt IoT technologies in the SCADA
environments, it is important to improve the security of SCADA sensor networks. In this paper we propose a multiple filtering
technique based on whitelists to detect illegitimate packets. Our proposed system detects the traffic of network and application
protocol attacks with a set of whitelists collected from normal traffic.

1. Introduction

In general, a SCADA network is a network required for effec-
tive remote monitoring and control of the devices remotely
scattered. These networks interlink and operate the SCADA
systems and various controllers needed to monitor field
devices in real-time. In the past, SCADA networks operated
in close environments isolated from external networks and
adopted an undisclosed protocol and software in order to
monitor and control various field devices internally. But
modern SCADA systems have distributed architecture and
are connected to the corporate network and to the Internet.
Recently IoT technologies begin to merge with SCADA sen-
sor networks to more efficiently gather and analyze real-time
data from sensors in industrial environments. In addition,
these systems use general-purpose operation systems and
industry-standard communication protocols such asModbus
andDNP3 for communication between a SCADA system and
field devices such as programmable logic controller (PLC)
and remote terminal unit (RTU). The increased connectivity
and the use of standard protocols can help to optimize
manufacturing and distribution processes. But, they also
expose these networks to the myriad security problems

of the Internet [1]. Before we describe our approach we
first introduce the SCADA architecture and protocol for
understanding SCADA systems.

1.1. The SCADA Architecture. SCADA networks come in
various forms and layers according to the target and size.
SCADA networks are employed in many industrial domains
including manufacturing and electricity generation. In the
past, they were isolated from other networks and proprietary
protocols and software were adopted to monitor and control
the various local devices [2]. Hence, security services in
these networks were considered to be unlikely. But, due to
the adoption of Ethernet and TCP/IP, they have evolved
an architecture strongly based on connectivity to improve
efficiency and productivity. The SCADA architecture usually
consists of three different domains [3]. A typical SCADA
architecture is shown in Figure 1.

A control center includes human machine interface
(HMI), SCADA servers, and historian systems for process
control, the gathering of data in real-time from field devices
in order to control sensors and actuators. A field site includes
multiple field devices that send commands to actuators and
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Figure 1: SCADA system general layout.

provide the data received from sensors to SCADA servers.
Physical infrastructure consists of many different types of
sensors and actuators that are monitored and controlled by
a field device.

1.2. Modbus Protocol. Modbus is an application layer mes-
saging protocol which provides master/slave communication
between devices in SCADA systems [4].The function code of
Modbus informs the slave of what type of action to perform.
For instance, Modbus function “0 × 01” can be used to read
the status of an output in the Modbus slave device.

Figure 2 shows the communication between devices con-
nected on the Modbus TCP /IP network. The master that
initiates aModbus transaction builds theModbus application
data unit (ADU). The Modbus ADU consists of the Modbus
application protocol (MBAP) header and the protocol data
unit (PDU). The PDU has a function code and function
parameters. The function codes indicate to the slave which
kind of action to perform. The Modbus TCP/IP uses the
TCP/IP stack for communication and extends the PDU with
an IP header. But there are no security functions in the
protocol. The simplicity of the Modbus protocol makes it
relatively simple to attack Modbus slaves [5]. If any attackers
have broken into the Modbus master, they may send illegal
commands toModbus slaves to perform abnormal behaviors.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss our approach and
confirm the validity of our proposed system for preventing
network and application protocol attacks in SCADA senor
networks. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
detailed cyber threats. Section 3 describes a detailed explana-
tion of our proposed system. Section 4 presents related works
and Section 5 gives conclusion.

Table 1: Network protocol attacks.

Attack type Attacks
Host discovery OS fingerprinting

Scan

TCP SYN/ACK scan
TCP connect( ) scan
TCP FIN stealth scan
Xmas tree stealth scan
TCP null stealth scan
Windows scan
RPC scan
Version detection scan

DoS attack
(Denial-of-service)

TCP/UDP flooding
Smurf attack

2. Cyber Threats in SCADA Networks

We surveyed vulnerability assessment tools, Metasploit [6],
Nessus [7], and Modscan [8] for the classification of cyber-
attacks in SCADA networks. These tools are commonly
available to find known and newly discovered vulnerabilities
on SCADA systems. Andwe surveyed some reports that were
released by the projects of DigitalBond [9, 10]. As a result
of our survey, we describe that various types of attacks on
SCADA systems can be grouped into two categories: network
protocol attacks and application protocol attacks.

2.1. Network Protocol Attacks. Most network protocol based
attacks happened in Internet environment may be caused
in SCADA networks were adopted IP network. These types
of attacks use weak points of network protocols such as
TCP/IP suite that have a number of serious security flaws.
We introduce some types of network protocol attacks. Table 1
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Figure 2: The format of Modbus TCP/IP ADU.

Table 2: Application protocol attacks.

Attack type Attacks

Application scan

Modbus version scanner
PLC Modbus mode identification
PLC IO scan status
Report slave ID
Function code scan

Improper command
execution

Force listen only mode
Read/write request to a PLC
Slave device busy exception code delay
Acknowledge exception code delay
Broadcast request from a client

shows types of network protocol attacks. Host discovery is
the process for gathering information about each host such
as its operating system and version to verify whether they
can be accessed or not. Using the information gathered about
each target host in the host discovery step, attackers launch
scan to conform what ports are open, with listening services
on target systems. Host discovery and scan attack are the
common type of passive attacks to collect the fundamental
information of vulnerabilities on target systems. Denial-of-
service (DoS) attack is active attack to make systems or
network resource unavailable. Network protocol attacks have
two characteristics as follows.

(i) Random access: host discovery or scan attacks gen-
erally send packets with the sequential or random
destination addresses and ports to target networks or
systems for obtaining the list of target systems and
their services.

(ii) Source address spoofing: DoS attack does not con-
sider receiving responses to the attack packets.There-
fore, attackers can send packets with a forged source
IP address for obscuring the true source of the attack.

2.2. Application Protocol Attacks. In our work, we surveyed
Modbus/TCP as an application protocol. Application proto-
col attacks can cause damage to field devices, being controlled

by sending out improper commands, because they do not
support integrity checking and authentication mechanism.
Like network protocol attacks, these attacks also preceded
by a step of gathering information about devices for finding
vulnerable targets in a network. Table 2 shows generally types
of application protocol attacks.

Application protocol attacks have the following charac-
teristic.

Unpredictable Command. SCADA systems generally pro-
duce predictable sets of command used for communication
between a SCADA server and field devices. On the contrary,
application protocol attacks tend to use unconventional
commands at irregular interval.

3. Our Proposed System:
The IndusCAP-Gate System

Our proposed system, the so-called IndusCAP-Gate system,
automatically generates whitelists by analyzing the traffic and
performs multiple filtering based on whitelists for blocking
against unauthorized access from external networks. Figure 3
shows the packet processing flows of the IndusCAP-Gate
system.

In the analysis phase the system performs the process of
packet decoding and extracts data parameters in the captured
traffic for building whitelists. After the analysis phase has
been completed, the multiple filters inspect all incoming
packets to detect abnormal behavior based on whitelists in
the detection phase.

3.1. The Analysis Phase. The analysis phase is an initial
training stage for building whitelists. The IndusCAP-Gate
system captures and analyzes the traffic on communication
between SCADA servers and field devices. The phase is
executed for a predefined period and generates whitelists by
analyzing normal SCADA traffic. Whitelists are the set of
policies to help determine whether incoming packets from
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Figure 4: The format of whitelists.

external networks are abnormal. They have three types and
Figure 4 shows the format of whitelists.

The systemwhitelist hasmultiple sourceMAC/IP address
pairs. We treat these pairs as authenticated systems during
the detection phase. The flow whitelist contains a set of
the 5-tuple (i.e., the source and destination IP address, the
same source and destination port, and the same protocol)
information. The whitelists are referred to the flow filter
in order to identify the abnormal flows. The command
whitelist is used to detect unauthorized Modbus commands
by the command filter. Upon completion of the phase, the
detection phase uses the result of the analysis phase to
identify abnormal traffic. Each whitelist maintained by the
system that monitors incoming packets will add entries
without a need for human intervention. We assume that the
traffic gathered in the analysis phase includes only normal
data that does not contain packets generated by the attack.
Since SCADA networks, unlike conventional networks, have
relatively limited connections to outside networks, attack

attempts do not occur frequently and the analysis phase is
executed only for a defined short period after the initial
installation. We are confident that the assumption will be
valid for our approach.

3.2. The Detection Phase. The IndusCAP-Gate system pro-
vides whitelists based multiple filters to block unauthorized
access to field devices in field networks. The system is
positioned between SCADA network and field networks.
Figure 5 shows the system architecture.

The IndusCAP-Gate system was designed to protect
field devices from various cyber-attacks. For archiving the
purpose, the system consists of four functions. The packet
collection and control function perform the role of forward-
ing or blocking packets according to the result of multiple
filters. The network layer access control function determines
whether to drop or route the packet by inspecting the
Ethernet, IP, TCP, and UDP headers. If the incoming packet
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can meet a condition in system whitelist or the flow whitelist,
the function routes it using the system filter or the flow
filter. The application layer access control function performs
application-level access control at the application layer. This
function analyzes the incoming packets using the command
filter and then blocks unauthorized access to the command.
Using the functions above, the IndusCAP-Gate system blocks
unauthorized access from illegitimate traffic.

3.3. Multiple Access Control Filter Based Blocking of Unau-
thorized Access. As described above, the IndusCAP-Gate
system’s multiple filters consist of 4 filters.

Figure 6 shows the process of multiple filters. Each filter
can be described as follows.

(i) Default filter: a default filter is enabled according
to the existence of policy of other access control
filters (disabled if there is at least one policy of
other access control filters for each interface). It only
decides whether the incoming packet will be allowed
or denied. Since such enables total access control of
incoming packets into a specific interface, it can be
useful for special-purpose access control.

(ii) System filter(I/Ffilter): the system whitelist, the poli-
cies of MAC/IP pair, is applied for each interface.

Only those packets conforming to the applied policies
are selected and delivered to the opposite interface.

(iii) Flow filter: the filter performs 5-tuple-based access
control with the flow whitelist at the network layer.

(iv) Command filter: the filter performs application-level
access control and analyzes the Modbus protocol. It
controls access to the command with the command
whitelist.

Figure 7 shows the overall packet processing flows of
multiple access control filters. As shown in the figure, pro-
cessing of incoming packets into the interfaces is the same
except for those branching into each interface. Only the
packets allowed through a filter can be delivered to the next
filter. In other words, only those packets allowed through
all filters are delivered to the opposite interface. The process
allows the IndusCAP-Gate system to block unauthorized
access to the control system and apply access control policies
efficiently according to the size and nature of the control
system intranet.

The IndusCAP-Gate system was implemented to run in
Linux OS, adopting the UNO-3072L platform to suit the
nature of the SCADA environment. The packet processing
performance of the IndusCAP-Gate system was tested using
the IXIA traffic generator. Since the SCADA networks gen-
erally have low bandwidth, up to 20Mbps packets transfers
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Figure 7: Overall packet processing flow through multiple access control filters.

were tested. The test result showed that the system was able
to process 100% of incoming packets.

4. Relate Works

Intrusion detection/prevention system is the representative
network security technique used to prevent various types
of cyber-attacks. Intrusion detection/prevention technique
can be divided into misuse detection method and anomaly
detection method. Misuse detection method employs known
attack patterns to construct signatures that are represented as
rule sets. Anomaly detection method has potential to detect
previously unknown attack. SCADA networks require mini-
mal external network connections for security enhancement,
except for control and monitoring purposes. Therefore, there
are limitations in applying the intrusion detection/prevention
system in SCADA networks because these legacy systems
require signature updates from external networks and cause
a high false positive ratio. Many researchers are currently
engaged in developing security schemes to decrease various
cyber threats and to enhance SCADA technologies [11–19].
Oman and Phillips [20] proposed comprehensive intrusion
signatures for unauthorized access to SCADA devices using
baseline-setting files for those devices. Morris et al. [21]
introduced 50 intrusion detection rules developed to detect
malicious activity on SCADA networks. The open-source
IDS snort [22] was enhanced by SCADA related signatures
and preprocessors for several SCADA protocols. Related
works on anomaly detection approach mostly focused on

traffic features derived from SCADA networks. Cheung
et al. [23] introduced three model-based anomaly detection
techniques. Their approach is to construct models that
characterize the expected/acceptable behavior of SCADA
traffic and detect attacks that cause SCADA systems to
behave outside of the model. Düssel et al. [24] proposed
a payload based real-time anomaly detection system. They
rely on the computation of similarity between transport-layer
packet payloads embedded in a geometric space. Barbosa
et al. [25] propose an approach to improve the security of
SCADA based on flow whitelisting. Continuing with flow
based anomaly detection techniques, Siris andPapagalou [26]
proposed an approach to apply network traffic monitoring
technique based on the analysis of protocol headers and
traffic flows.

5. Conclusion

SCADA systems are facing the threat of cyber-attacks due to
utilizing standard open protocols and increasing connectivity
to external networks.We summarize network and application
protocol attacks that can occur in the SCADA networks and
describe the characteristics of these attacks. Based on the
survey, we have presented a multiple access control filtering
approach based on whitelists for detecting abnormal traffic
pattern and its system prototype. When detecting abnormal
traffic, we use whitelists that can identify changes in normal
characteristics during attack. Whitelists are automatically
built without a need for human intervention in the analysis
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phase. The system can assist security administrators in iden-
tifying normal traffic by generating whitelists and decrease
false positives. After the analysis phase has been completed,
the proposed system inspects the traffic on communication
between SCADA systems and field devices with whitelists.
Our proposed system may effectively prevent unknown
attacks using whitelists.

In future work, we plan to extend this work with network
behavior based anomaly detection technique for detecting
anomalous SCADA traffic. And then we intend to apply the
approach in the other networks.
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